Education for Democracy thought digital tools and non-formal education
by AEGEE-Europe

Aims of our project

Creating a pool of youth workers and youth leaders who are familiar with
developing democratic competences in the digital era
deliver non-formal educational sessions in turkey, spain, italy, poland and hungary
to high school students
development and dissemination of an online game for learning democratic
competences

Pool of youth works on democratic competences in the
digital era

13
534
93
423

Training for multipliers
Lviv, Ukraine
dissemination of democratic digital competences and RFCDC
at General assemblies of aegee-europe in Bucharest, Romania
and salerno, Italy
training of peer in local youth organisations
Italy: Bergamo, Naples, pisa and verona
Spain: A-Coruna
Ukraine: Lviv Turkey: antalya, izmir
... and counting
sessions in high schools
Italy: Bergamo, Udine, torino, naples,
Ukraine: Lviv Poland: Krakow Hungary: Budapest
Turkey: Ankara ...and counting

in the making
Toolkit on how to implement human rights education through non-formal methods in
formal education with a database of ict tools and resources
animation video on the content of the toolkit
policy paper on the application of digital tools to the development of competences for
democratic culture
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final conference with stakeholders in brussels on 31 october

challenges and learning points
time is precious when organising high school actions as not every school is open for
external visits
No applications from italy and Poland for the training for multipliers but we used our
experienced members in order to still reach out to those 2 countries
developing an online game is challenging if you don't target particular people as
participants with the skills to develop it

in youth work plans change in order to make everything happen in the best possible way

Thank you!

